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Abstract 
We consider a family of jobs that are organized as a task-tree which, in particular, captures 
the behavior of divide-and-conquer algorithms in many typical cases (examples are QuickSort 
and Brute-Force Search jobs). These jobs can be described as a rooted task tree, where the cost 
of work at a node v in the tree is additive in the cost of v’s children. We give a lower bound 
on the time to perform such jobs. We then provide a general algorithm that assigns these tasks 
to processors in a large set of parallel/distributed architectures (which includes: meshes, linear 
arrays, and rings). We analyze our scheme’s time, showing when it is optimal or nearly optimal. 
We consider the cases when the tree structure is known at the node (i.e., the static case), when 
the division of work among children is known (the semi-dynamic case), and cases when no 
structure is known (i.e. fully dynamic cases). 
1. Introduction 
We consider scheduling of tasks in a job on parallel and distributed architectures. 
Scheduling is a hard problem in general and many simplified versions have therefore 
been treated in the literature. This work deals with jobs which consist of tasks that 
are dependent on each other in a tree structure where each task may have some cost 
associated with it (representing its computational difficulty or an expected bound on 
it). We model such jobs by presenting a dependency of the time it takes to complete 
a task on the task’s size or scale parameter. 
In the rest of the introduction we define our problem and 
related work. 
present our results and 
1.1. The Problem 
The problem consists of a job and an architecture to run it 
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The job 
Definition 1. A task tree job J = (T,D) consists of a task set T and dependency relation 
D such that the graph J is a rooted tree with maximum outdegree d and minimum 
outdegree 2 for non-leaf nodes. Each task t E T has a scale S(t) and a length L(t). L 
is a function of S and it takes L(t) time for a processor to finish task t. The scale of 
the job Y = S(root). 
For any node t E T, the subtree rooted at t, or simply subtree t, is the subtree 
consisting of t and all its descendants. On the other hand, t’s subtrees refer to the 
subtrees rooted at t’s children. The number of nodes in subtree t is denoted by It(. 
The work W(t) is defined as the sum of the lengths of all the tasks in subtree t. The 
work of the job W = W(root). 
The most well-known task tree job is divide-and-conquer (D&C). In this tree job, 
the execution starts from the root node, in an expanding stage. In this stage each non- 
leaf node spawns out children. Then, in a shrinking stage that starts from leaf nodes, 
each task is finished and the result is reported to the parent. The job is done when the 
root reports a result. For this kind of problem, the function S satisfies what we call 
below “the additive condition”. 
Definition 2. A job J = (T,D) satisfies the additive condition if 
1. S(V) is a given function if v is a leaf node. (In this paper we consider S(v) = 1 
for any 0). 
2. Otherwise S(r) = C, is c.s chi,d S(U). (In this paper, it is the size of the subtree 
rooted at the node). 
Intuitively, S(v) approximates the data size or the search space size handled at node 
v. The length may depend on S in different ways. In QuickSort, L = aS + b for some 
constants a and b. In a brute force checking of the Satisfiability of a boolean expression, 
dividing is simply done by fixing the value of a variable to split the search space of 
strings in (0, I}” into two spaces of strings in (0, l}k-‘. Therefore L is a constant, 
written as aSo + b. In this paper we consider functions L of the form US” + b for some 
constant x 3 0. 
Note that L can be a function of the local processing, and restriction on the job. 
Typically c( in the definition of L is greater than 1 (i.e., processing increases as the size 
increases). An a < 1 is less typical since it means that the work decreases relative to the 
size of the job, and as the job grows (to size n), we reduce the relative work on it (using 
y1’, CI < 1). This strategy may be used in certain heuristic real-time programming when 
the programmer is given global bounded resources he needs to balance. Thus, resource 
investment policy as above is needed to comply with a global restriction of resources. 
A typical example is in “real time” chess-playing programs where a global “real time” 
is given for a bunch of moves. Such a search task employs the D&C paradigm. 
Note that the work W at any node may depend on the size S and structure (i.e., 
subtree shape) of the job. This gives rise to static (where the structure of the sub-tree 
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at 2: is known at each node t’ as the job reaches r), semi-dynamic (where the work 
at subtrees is known), and dynamic (where the division of work is not known). Since 
our complexity measures depend heavily on the shape, the three models may require 
different considerations (as far as we understand). 
The crrchitecture 
The underlying computing architecture can be represented as a graph G = (V, Ej 
where V is the set of processors and E is the set of communication links. We assume 
that the computer is synchronous. A processor can do computation and all-link commu- 
nication at the same time. We do not explicitly specify the topology of the computing 
architecture. It turns out that tree jobs have a very flexible scheduling strategy that is 
easily applicable to many topologies. The performance of the algorithm will depend 
on a parameter of the underlying computing architecture graph. This parameter will be 
defined latter and is called the dimension. 
Schrduliny 
As defined, a processor takes time L(t) to finish task t. We also assume that the 
same order of magnitude of time is needed to transmit the task (or its result) from one 
processor to a neighbor processor. Note that we do not require this time duration to 
be continuous (i.e., the transmission is allowed to be interrupted and then continued). 
Our scheduling is non-preemptive. The expanding stage defines a mapping A4 from J 
to G. More specifically, task 7; is assigned to a processor M(T), and tree edge (X. Y) 
is mapped to a path M(X, Y). Consequently, if Y is a descendent of X, M(X, Y) is 
a path obtained by concatenating all the paths which are the edge mappings of edges 
between X and Y. 
Strictly speaking, the task lengths in the expanding stage and the shrinking stage are 
not necessarily the same. Normally, one stage is dominant. The scheduling is based on 
the dominant task lengths. We assume that shrinking is the dominant stage and that the 
goal is to schedule the tasks so that the shrinking can be done efficiently. We stress 
that the same results hold when the expanding is dominant or equal. 
Our results 
We consider additive scale tasks for task trees. We give lower bounds for scheduling 
such tasks on m dimensional architectures and such architecture with constant degree. 
We then present an efficient deterministic distributed scheme for mapping tasks to 
processors and for routing results in the underlying architecture. Our scheme finishes 
the tasks in optimal or nearly optimal time in static, semi-dynamic, and various fully- 
dynamic cases. 
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we give a lower bound 
and in Section 3 we give some properties of scale, length, height, and work. Then, 
in Section 4, we describe a scheduling strategy (mapping of jobs and scheduling of 
communication) and analyze its performance. In Section 5 we characterize conditions 
when the generic scheme performs in optimal or close to optimal time. 
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1.2. Related work 
Task scheduling is a well-studied problem. Its general version is NP-hard [9] (same is 
true for variations thereof in [l]). Various assumptions and simplifications are made in 
numerous works. Assumptions made about jobs include limitations on: task length, de- 
pendency, arrival time, etc. Assumptions about the computers involved include: choos- 
ing to ignore or take into account computation time, communication time, topology of 
the architecture, etc. The goals of the scheduling varies as well; goals include mini- 
mization of: time complexity, processor complexity, load balancing, on-line competitive 
ratio, and inclusion of other aspects like fault tolerance, and various tradeoffs. Different 
versions reflect different characteristics of various problems appearing in practice. We 
cannot review all the previous large body of results in the area, but will mention some 
most related works. 
Some models focus on the unpredictability of task length and arrival time, ignore in- 
terdependency among tasks and communication cost among processors. Representative 
results include the competitive scheduling appearing in [8, 191. An online load balanc- 
ing protocol is presented in [17]. In [5] optimal and near optimal scheduling algorithm 
is given; it deals with task trees of unknown shape and length. However, [5] ignores 
the machine topology and instead measures the complexity under uniform (universal) 
communication delay proposed in [15, 161. As a result it is somewhat over-pessimistic 
when compared with our results. In other models, a task is processors in another archi- 
tecture (referred to as the task graph) that is to be simulated by the current architecture 
(referred to as the system graph) [3,6, 14,201. Scheduling, then, becomes graph map- 
ping. In general, the objective is to obtain a mapping which minimizes the simulation 
overhead, characterized by dilation, congestion, expansion, or communication time. The 
interconnection among tasks is more for communication purposes than for computa- 
tional dependency. For these models which consider both computational dependency 
and communication cost, there are randomized algorithms [2,4] which optimize load 
balance, dilation, or congestion. 
Hu [12] studied the parallel processing of precedence graphs in early 1960s. More 
algorithms can be found in [lo]. Wu and Kung [21] found a dynamic algorithm achiev- 
ing optimal load communication tradeoff in solving the (D&C) task; their algorithm 
ignores the topology of the underlying architecture. In [22] any tree job with unit 
task length and arbitrary degree and height was considered and it was shown how to 
schedule it in optimal time on typical architectures like meshes and arrays. Using the 
language of this paper, the job in [22] is one with SI =O, which is a limited case we 
generalize here. Dynamic allocation of trees with uniform costs are also considered in 
[13, l&4]. 
2. The lower bound 
Here we discuss inherent lower bounds on embedding trees in our target architectures. 
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Definition 3. Given job J = (T, D), a height function H is defined, for each t E T, as 
H(t) = MAX,:, path from t to a leaf 
A path p that achieves the maximum is called a leg puth of H(t). The height of the 
job tree, -R, is H(root). 
Definition 4. Given job J = (T,D), the co-length of task t C(t) is defined as 
CU is f’s child L(u), which represents the communication time of transmitting all the 
child’s results into the processors of t through a single link. The co-length of the job 
tree % is MAX,ErC(t). 
Next we define a property of a network (graph) architecture: 
Definition 5. The dimension of a family of graphs F = { G1, G2,. . .} is the minimum 
number m satisfying the following condition: for any Gi and any node ~1 E G,, the 
number of nodes in v’s x-distance neighbor is O(P) for all x <Ro,( c) where RG, (21) 
is the radius of Gi around v. 
According to this definition, the family of linear arrays has dimension 1 and the 
family of grid graphs (meshes) has dimension 2. 
Now we can show: 
Theorem 1. Given u tree job J = (T, D), with height fl und work w‘, 
(1) Let B = max{Z, W’++‘) }, R(B) time is needed to execute all tusks in J on 
any architecture of dimension m, under any tusk mapping scheme. 
(2) If’ the architecture graph hus constant degree, the above is true j& B= 
max{%, .X, W”(“+‘) } for C being the co-length of the tree job. 
Proof. (1) Let r be the time to finish J under a certain mapping. Obviously r 3 ,X. 
Assume after the expanding stage, architecture G has a sub-architecture N involved 
in the execution of J and the farthest node in N has distance k from the starting 
processor p. If k> PV”‘(~+‘), then at least a(%- ‘!‘(“+‘)) time is required for com- 
munication. If k < %“l,‘(mf’), then (N / = O(km) and there will be a processor holding 
n(~,-/k”)=~(~~l;(m+l)) amount of work. Thus, in both cases, T = ~(-tl-‘~‘m+‘)). 
(2) For x > 1, 9? < 2, the statement is directly true. 
If 0 <a < 1, consider task t where C(t) = ‘6. If children with total length more than 
half of C(t) are assigned to the same processor as t, then this processor must run for 
at least ‘G/2 time. Otherwise, it would take n(%) time for results of outside children 
to be sent to t. In both cases r = 0(‘S?). 
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3. Scale, length, height, and work 
In this section we explore certain relationships among the problem parameters and 
present some technical lemmas about them. 
Notation. We use 6(x) as the sign function, i.e., 6(x) = 1 if x > 0, 0 if x = 0. 
In the scheduling of a job tree, we always assume S(U) is known before task u is 
scheduled. But knowing only S(U) is much different from knowing also W(U) (as far 
as we understand). As we will see, the latter results in optimal scheduling, while the 
former not necessarily. Given a job tree J = (T, D), the lemmas below describe a few 
properties about S, L, H, W and 9’. X, ?V. 
Lemma 1. Given tree job J, if a >O, we have, 
l 2 = o(Y’+y); 
0 ~=!2(~z); 
0 Aw = O(Y’f”); 
l Yf=R(Y) iJ’O<a<l and V=C!(Y’) iJ’z>l. 
Proof. Let XS be the maximum height that a scale s job can have. Then yi”, is an 
increasing function of s, because a scale (S + 1) job can always simulate the work 
division in the scale s job everywhere yet make one more division at the end, and the 
leg path in the (s + 1) job will be longer and contain larger scale nodes. Applying this 
to the children of any node, we know that a node with a larger scale child tends to 
have larger height. Therefore, the job with the most unbalanced division style, i.e., a 
scale x task is divided into a scale x - 1 and a scale 1 task for all x > 1, will have the 
largest height, which is: 
k (ai” + b) = 0(9’+“). 
i=_Y’ 
On the other hand, by induction we can prove the fully balanced dividing gives the 
smallest height, where a scale x task is divided into Y =x - d[x/dJ scale [x/d] + 1 
tasks and (d - r) scale [x/d] task for all x > 1 (see Fig. 1). For scale 1 job, the 
proposition is true. Assume it is true for all scale 6x jobs. Let h(s) be the height of 
the fully balanced scale s job tree; it can be shown that h(s) is non-decreasing. Any 
non-fully-balanced division of a scale x + 1 task will have a child C of scale no less 
than the scale of any child obtained from a fully balanced dividing. According to the 
non-decreasing property of h(s), the latter can always achieve a length smaller than 
or equal to that of the former. Thus the proposition holds. Write Y in d-ary form 
[sr s2 . . sk]d, let x = [sjsi+ 1 . . . sk]d for 1 < i <k and yk+i = 0. We have, 
k-l 
h(y) = c (a([sld'j +b(yk--r+~))a + b)+ (a+b)&sl +b(Y2)- 1) 
i=O 
k-l 
> c (a(sldk-I-‘)” + b) 
i=O 
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Leaf node of scale 1 that exists only if 
I 
Leaf node with scale 1 
IJ 
g:j 
R ,> 1 
Fig. I. A fully balanced tree drawn in normal form: larger children are put on the left. Write .Y III d-ary 
form [SIS~ .q,]d. Then R, = [.q.q s~]~~ = LY’d”-‘1 
= as;(d”” - l)/(d”- l)+bk 
3 a(si/(sl + l))“(Y”d” - d”)/(d” - I) + bk 
> a( Yz - 1)/2” + bk 
= n(Y). 
Yfi” reaches its maximum at the same time as H. Let %,‘ be the maximum work that 
a scale s job can have. It can be shown by induction on scale that Y4,Y. is achieved by 
the most unbalanced job tree, and has value 
I 
,c, (ai” + b) + (Y - l)(a + b) = O(Y’+‘>. 
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The analysis is a little more complicated for minimum V. One would speculate that 
the minimum is achieved by the fully balanced tree. But that is the case only if a 3 1, 
which guarantees a work decrease after a balancing operation, i.e., if integer x> y>O, 
then X” + ya 2(x - 1)” + (y + 1)“. We first consider this case. 
Let w(s) be the work achieved by a fully balanced scale s job tree. This tree has a 
property that the depths of any two leaves differ by at most 1, and the scales of any 
two siblings differ by at most 1. We are going to prove by induction that a scale x 
job tree achieves the minimum work when it is fully balanced. Given the proposition 
being true for scale 6x, let the scale (x + 1) job J’s root have children Jl, J2, . . . , Jk, 
we can think all these children as being fully balanced. From the calculation we know 
that w(s) is a concave function and splitting a child into two would reduce the total 
work, so we only need to consider the case of k = d. 
Now assume sP(Jl) > 9’(Jl) + 1. Then we can embed J2 into J1. By this we mean 
that as a tree, J2 is isomorphic to an upper part or the whole of JI, and the scale of a J2 
node is less than or equal to that of the corresponding (isomorphic) J1 node. Now take 
one of the “biggest” root-leaf paths from J1, i.e., the path that is the longest among all 
root-leaf paths and such that the scales of nodes in it are greater than or equal to that 
of the corresponding nodes in similar paths. Call this path pt. Replace each node in p1 
with a node of scale decreased by one (discard it if the scale becomes 0) and we get 
a fully balanced scale Y(J1) - 1 tree. Then take one of the “smallest” root-leaf paths 
from J2, i.e., the path which is the shortest among all root-leaf paths and such that the 
scales of nodes in it are less than or equal to that of the corresponding nodes in similar 
paths. Call this path ~2. Replace each node in p2 with a node of scale increased by 
one (divide it into two children if the node scale changes from 1 to 2) and we get a 
fully balanced scale Y(J2) + 1 tree. Consider a node v2 in p2 and a node vt in p1 at 
the same level as 7~2, it can be shown that sz =S(VZ) < S(vt )=st. So the work loss 
in the former operation is a((st - 1)” - sy), and the work gain in the latter operation 
is a((~2 + 1)’ - s,l), which does not or just barely compensate the loss. (Let s2 = 0 if 
v2 does not exist at all; Similarly, st - 1 = 0 if vt is going to be discarded. The above 
argument holds for this case). The final effect of these operations is a reduction in the 
work of the job. Namely, if any two children of the root are unbalanced, the tree can 
not have minimum work. With this we complete the induction. Write Y in d-at-y form 
fs1sz . . . sk]d, let Yi = [Sisi+t . . . sk]d for 16 i < k and Yk+t = 0. We have, 
k-l 
W(Y)= C [(d'-ok-i+l)(~(l~/d'J)" +b)+Yk-j+l(a(LY/d'J + 1)" +b)] 
i=O 
+ (1 - &s, - 1)) ’ 292(a + b) + &St - 1). Y(a + b) 
k-1 
3 C [d'(a((Y - %-i+l)/di)' + b)] 
i=O 
k-l 
> a C di(sldk-‘-‘)’ + b(dk - l)/(d - 1) 
i=O 
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= a(s&‘)‘(l - l/P”k)/(l ~ I/&“)+h(cP - l)!‘(L 1) 
(Set R = log, ,Y if x = 1 and O( 1) otherwise) 
= 12( R.i/” ). 
Note that when a > 1, w(Y) and h(.Y) have the same order, there is not much 
benefit in parallelization (i.e. splitting into sub-tasks and sub-trees) in this case. 
Now consider 0 < c( < 1. Contrary to the previous case, here unbalancing tends to 
decrease the work. So the fully balanced tree is a local maximal instead of the min- 
imum. We do not try to figure out the exact minimum points here. We only need to 
show the minimum %. is still 0(Y). In fact, “l/,ill >~/‘(a + h) because there are .‘/ 
leaf nodes each of which has work (~1 + h). Moreover, I+](.‘//) is O(.Y) as witnessed 
below, 
+ (1 - & - 1)). 2.Yl(a + b) + 6(.r, - 1 ) Y(a + h) 
k-l 
k-l 
< a c d’((s, + l)dX--1P’)7 + h(dk - l).‘(d ~ I) + O(Y) 
1-O 
= a((sl + l)&‘)‘(d”-“’ - l),/(d”-” - 1) + h(d - I),i(d - 1 ) + O(.‘/‘) 
< O(aY”.Y”-“) + 2h<Y + O(Y) 
= O(Y). 0 
The most intrinsic factor that affects the parallelizability is the height of a job tree. 
In the design and analysis of the algorithm, we will use this tuition: We may not 
care that an algorithm does not do well for jobs with large work, because the height 
would also be large in these cases and a bad performance would not look so bad when 
compared to the best parallel execution of the job. To quantify this tuition, we give 
the following lemma. 
Definition 6. The serial exponent function (SEF) u,(c). or U(C) when x is clear, is 
defined on domain [l,l + x] when 0 < ;I < 1 and on [r.,l + c1] when x31, as the 
maximum number x satisfying the following condition: Any job tree J = (T,D) with 
96. = iI has height .R = Q(.Y-X). This function characterizes the unparallelizability 
of jobs with a given work. 
By this definition, a job with work Y“ can expect a factor of at most tY‘--I”L’) speedup 
through parallelization. As will be proved later, the scheduling algorithm always gives 
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optimal solution when a 2 1, we are therefore more concerned with the case of 0 < 
x < 1 in the lemma below. 
Lemma 2 (Serial exponent function). If0 < x < 1, then u(c)= max{(c-1)( l+a)/a, x}. 
Proof. Assume $6” 2 fYC for some constant f > 0 and c > 1. First we show there is 
a job tree J such that 3” = O(Y’). 
Set K =Y(c-‘)‘a and k= logJsP/K). J is built as following: Starting from the 
root, make k levels of fully balanced division. The resulting level of tasks will have 
scale K. For each of these tasks, make extremely unbalanced division until scale 1 task 
is reached. Then, 
wJ = (Y/K) fi: (ai’ + b) + ‘2 d’(a(Y/d’)” + b) 
i=l i=O 
= @(YK")+QY"(&")~ - 1)/@-a - 1) + b(dk - l)/(d - 1) 
= O(Y’) + b(Y/K - l)/(d - 1) + arY”“((Y/K)(‘-“) - l)/(d’-” - 1) 
i 
O(Y), ti > 1 
= @(Y’) + o(Y) + O(Y”k), a = 1 
O(Y), O<cX<l 
(Set R = logd(Y/K) if x = 1 and 1 otherwise) 
= O(RYC) 
and 
2” = 5 (ai” + b) + ‘2 (a(Y/d’)” + b) 
i=l i=O 
=O(K’+“)+aY’(l -d-“k)/(l -d-‘)+bk 
= O(~(c-‘w+~)l~) + O(Yo”), 
Remark. So far the proof holds for a 3 1. 
Next we show that it holds for any job tree J with -W; > f SC, 2~ = Q(Y”). 
First we determine a number K such that S/K extremely unbalanced scale K trees 
(the one which generates the largest work among all scale K tree) only has a total 
work <f S’/2. Using Lemma 1 we get that K = /3S(‘-’ )I’ satisfies the condition for 
some constant p > 0. Then we partition all tasks in J into two parts, J’ for those with 
scale greater than to K, and J2 for the rest. Since the work contribution from J2 is at 
most f S’/2, the work from J’ must be at least fSc/2. 
We represent J’ as layers Qo, Q’, . . , where Qo = {root}, Q,’ = {t E J’ 1 t’s parent 
E Qi}, and assume that there are q layers in total. We use W(Qi) to denote the total 
work of tasks in Qi. 
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Let Q be a set of S/K tasks obtained by dividing the root task in a fully bal- 
anced fashion. Since 0 < a < 1 and every task in Q; has scale greater than K, we have 
W(Q) >, W(QI) for 0 <i < q. (This can be seen by noticing that (1) Dividing a task 
into two, makes PV(Q;) larger; and (2) Balancing the scales of two tasks, makes 
W(Qi) larger). Since W(Q) = 0(,5/K’-“), to produce the amount ,fs’/2, we have 
q=R(S’~‘K’-“). Thus, the height ofJ1 is>qK”+S” =i2(S’-‘K)+S’=I2(S(‘~‘)(“~)’ 
i-S’). 0 
4. A generic scheduling algorithm 
We now describe the algorithm for scheduling and we analyze its performance. The 
algorithm follows the principles of [22]. We describe it using the following method- 
ology: (1) we first map the tasks into a “virtual” architecture which is a linear array; 
(2) then, we map the linear array into real architecture by “snaking” technique pro- 
posed in [22]. In addition to mapping of processors, the scheduling of messages which 
resolves potential link contention has to be design. 
The virtual machine is viewed as a non-negative half number axis [0,x), where 
interval [x,x + 1) is treated as a processor for integer x. [0, 1) is the starting processor. 
The scheduling algorithm decides on a number B called bin size, roughly corresponding 
to the amount of work to be loaded to a processor. Each node (or subtree) with 
length (work) X is viewed as a line segments of length X/B. The mapping of tasks to 
processors is carried out by embedding line segments into the number axis. Note that 
there may be inclusion relations between line segments which reflects the inclusion 
relation between subtrees and between nodes and subtrees. 
Since the root task has length L(ront) = a.Y” +b, we will always choose B > L( root ). 
On the other hand, before a subtree t is scheduled, the algorithm must have some 
estimate or bound on its work w(t). We denote this estimate or bound by 6’. As 
we mentioned before, we assume S(r), thus also L(t), is always known before t is 
scheduled (this is natural in various cases, e.g. for D&C). 
Definition 7. If the shape of the tree is fully known beforehand, we call the scheduling 
static. If J?(U) = W(U) for each child u of c after r is processed, we call the scheduling 
semi-dynamic. If only S(t) is known, we call the scheduling dynamic. 
4.1. The expanding stugr 
The execution starts at processor PO on subtree root. The working interval is 
I = [0, x). In general, as a branch of the parallel computation, processor fl sched- 
ules subtree t, whose working interval is [x,x + N(t)) with i<x < i + 1. Here N(t) = 
MAX{L(t), R’(t) - L(f)}, is an upper bound on the resources subtree t can use at a 
time. fi first processes task t, in time L(t), finds out it has children ~1, r?, . rk and 
makes estimate @(yi) for 1 <i <k. Then it spawns out the children by simply embed- 
ding line segments of length N(rl )/B, N(rl)/B, . . N(Yk)/B sequentially side by side 
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into [.X,X +N(t)), starting from point X. Then fl transmits yi’s task data to the leftmost 
processor in ri’s working interval, for i = k, (k - 1 ), . ,I. Then the above procedure 
repeats in each of the subintervals. 
One subtle issue is: what if F? underestimates W? The parent’s line segment will 
not be able to hold all the children’s segments without overlapping segments. We solve 
this problem by proportionally contracting children’s segments so that they fit into the 
parent’s segment exactly. If J? = SD, then an estimated work A may actually be A(‘+‘)‘p. 
Below we use d(A) to mean the possible actual work of an estimated amount A. So, 
A(A) = 
A, @I= w, 
A’ 1 fr j//j ) &=s~‘. 
There are a few details we have to explain: 
(1) If N(t) d B for some t, the subtree will not be scheduled any more and will be 
treated as a single task (i.e., put into a single processor). 
(2) If the line segment of a single task is not fully contained within a processor, 
it will be assigned to the left processor it touches. Since any original single task has 
length <L(root) < B, and the pseudo-single task obtained in (1) also has work d B, 
the total amount of work associated with the unprocessed tasks in any single processor 
is no more than A(2B) (but considering already processed parents, the work may be 
more than A(2B) but less than A(2B) + <%?). 
(3) There are totally O(@(root)/B) number of processors invoIved. 
(4) Before mapping out children rl.r2,. . . , rk, the algorithm sorts them in a scale 
increasing order and maps larger children to farther areas. The idea is to let the com- 
putation and communication time of the smaller tasks “hide under” the larger ones. 
4.2. The shrinking stage 
In the shrinking stage, each processor first finishes all the tasks that do not depend on 
outside results. This action is called in-bin computation and takes time dd(2B) + 2”. 
Lemma 3. After in-bin computation, all the unprocessed tasks in a processor jbrm a 
dependency chain. 
Proof. Assume there are two non-inclusive dependency chain Al and A*. Since they 
are not finished, they must depend on some outside task BI and BZ, respectively. 
According to our mapping method, subtree containing Al and BI must be completely 
mapped before A2 and B2 can be mapped (or the other way around). So Bl instead of 
A2 should have been in the processor, a contradiction. El 
After in-bin computation, the results of tasks are reported to parents where further 
computation and report is carried out. Assume task t has children r1, r-2,. . . , rk. Then 
the results from children come to t’s processor in batches, there is a time gap between 
any two consecutive batches, and the last batch determines the time when t can start 
to be processed. Therefore, if we consider a new scenario where all children not in 
the last batch are removed while leaving the mapping of other children unchanged, the 
time for starting t does not change. 
4.3. Contmtion resolution 
In the transmissions of results back to a parent, contention may occur on certain 
communication links. When “snaking” the virtual machine onto a real machine, adjacent 
nodes in the former are mapped to adjacent nodes in the latter, nodes closer to the 
starting node on the virtual machine are mapped to nodes closer to the starting node 
on the real machine, and the result of any task is routed to the parent through areas 
occupied by t and t’s left brothers only, where left brothers are those mapped to t’s 
left on the virtual machine. In our method, any left brother’s scale is no larger than 
S(t). This mapping is called a monotone nmppiny. Whenever contention occurs at a 
link, priority is always determined based on (1) which is mapped more to the left; and 
(2) whose parent is mapped more to the left on the virtual machine. 
Given the above mapping and routing method M, we can tell that results in the last 
batch coming to t, say 01, ~‘2,. . , I’/, have increasing order in scale. The time when t is 
finished will be 
Repeating this analysis bottom up, we will find a sequence of task root = to. tl, . t,, 
such that for 1 <i <z, t,_ 1 has di children t, = I,+, , ci, vi,. , z$ in last batch and 
where .yumdin(ti, ti-1) = 1 - S(routr_/en@z(t;. ti- I)). Let Q, = c$ S(U~). we get the 
finishing time of the entire job: 
TWOI = 2 L(ti- I > + zt: + routr_lmgth(t,, root) + .sumcJ_hin(t,. t,_l ) 2 Q,. 
;:, /=I 
d X + (d(2B) + Y) + spun(M) + 2 Q; 
1’1 
where stun is the largest route_length(lruJ;root) among all 1~ve.s under map- 
ping M. 
To bound c,, Q,, we categorize Qi’s as follows: 
Part I: Ql = O(S”(t;_l )); This is always the case when x 3 1 or when d, </I’= 
max{l/(l - c()““,3}. 
Part 2: (S(t,_, )/d)“d < C. 
Part 3: (S(tj_1 )/d)‘d 3 C. 
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Lemma 4. Cf=, Qj = O(H + %?$(a, d)), W/ZOY 
4(a>d)= :dgbgd, d>/3 1 a>1 or d=O(I), , . 
Proof. For a> 1, since x” + y” <(x + y)” for all x, ~30, we have Qi <,Sa(tj_,). If 
O<X-=C~ butd=0(1),sincexr+y”d(x-r)a+(y+r)xforallx3(x-r)3(y+r) 
3 ~30, we have Qi <(S(ti-l)/di)“4 <(S(t,_l)/d)“d = O(P(ti_t )). In both cases, 
%9 = O(S"(ti_t )) = O(3), and 
Now assume 0 < CI < 1 and d > /3. For the same reason as above, we have 
c Q;=O<~> 
Q, EPurt 1 
To ba.md CQ,EPart* Qi and CQ,EPurt3 Qi, we use two facts: 
(1) Let Si=S(ti). Then Si>di+lSi+I, because components in Qi+r have increasing 
sizes. 
(2) Qi+ll < (Si/di+ 1 )“di+ 1, as already used above. 
Let the sequence of Qi’s in part 2 be Q;,, Qi2,. . , Q;, . Then 
.k Qi, d ,, (si,-ll4,>“4, 
j=l 
let 
Given any 1 6 1 <k, if d;, < di,,, , the last summation will increase if we exchange the 
positions of di, and di,,, . This is because the only change in the summation is from 
(4, + di)+;‘)/d; 
to 
Cd,,+,  d~j-‘)ld~+,. 
We want to show the latter is larger. Consider the function f(x) = (x + g)g” + g - (x + 
g)&g - (x + g). Then f(0) = 0 and 
f’(x)=g”-CI(X+g)Z-‘g- 1 
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which is greater than or equal to zero if x 30 and g > I/( 1 - x)~.” </!i. Take cj = d,, 
and (x + Y) = d,,, , , we get the above relation. Applying this exchange until d,,‘s are in 
decreasing order, the new sum is at least as large as the old, hence 
5 Qi, < St_, $ d,;-“,2(‘-‘)” 
i-l j=l 
< d,;-%S;_,/(l - 2-“) 
< O(d(S;,-,/d)“)=O(C) 
Now consider the sequence of Qi’s in Part 3: Q,, , Qi,, . , Qj,. Let the numbers of 
their components be dj, , dj2,. . , dj,. We are going to apply a few operations which will 
not decrease the Q-sum but will change the sequence into some kind of “normal form” 
which makes the bounding easier. 
OpL’ration 1: Buluncing. For each Qi in Part 3, find an integer CJ such that 
(S,-~i(s - 1 ))%I - l,<Qt <(S,-,l’g)“g. 
Then, d, 3 g and Si <S;_l/di 6 Si_1 Jg. This operation sets d, = g, S; = S;_ 1 /g and Q, = 
(S,_r,/g)“g such that Qi’s components are fully balanced (for bounding purpose, they 
do not have to have integer sizes). Note that Q, increases by a factor of at most 
(g/(g - I))‘-‘, and is hence bounded by 2’-“C. 
Oprration 2: Partition und Merging. First divide the d,-sequence into descending 
blocks, each of which is a maximal subsequence consisting of d/‘s in descending order. 
If the head entries of the blocks are not in ascending order, i.e., there exist a block 
cl,, , . , d,, and a block dj,,, , . . , dj; such that dJl _, <d,>, then exchange di) and d,, +, to 
increase the sum of Qj’s but without causing any new Q.i greater than Qi, <2’-“C. 
Further proper exchanges will merge the second block into the first block and reduce 
the number of blocks by 1. This can be done only finitely many times and finally all 
the head entries will be made strictly> ascending. 
Operation 3: Raising und Mrrgimg. The goal of this operation is to either make 
Qj>C for the Qj at the head position of a block, or to make (Sj_l/di,)“di, >2’-“C 
where Q,f is the head entry of the next block. To do this, we check blocks in order. If 
Q, > C, or if (Sj_l/dj,)‘dj, >2’-‘C, we skip to next block. Otherwise, we shift block 
j of di’s to the right in one position and put d,, in the position of dj. Due to the above 
condition on $,r, the new Q,i ~2’~“C. After this we may do a few more exchanges 
to completely merge the old block j and j’ into a single one, which is still numbered 
block j. We continue the operation from this new block j. 
Given any descending block dJ>, d,,+, , . , dj,, the sum of Qj’s over this block is 
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Let the sequence of head entries of blocks be dh, , dhz,. , , dh,,, we have made it strictly 
ascending and either C<Qh, 62’-“C, or (Sh,-I/dh,+,)‘dh,+, >2’-“C for 1 <i<g. We 
call the Q in the former case big and in the latter case small. Note that &_t a&>+, _tDi 
where D, = n ,QmGidh,. Let B=idh,>l and ?=(/(I -a), we have: 
Claim 1. IJ’ @,, is big, then dh, 3 BD::, 
This is because, 
2’-‘(&-,/D;)‘dh< >2’-“Qh,_, ~2’-“C~(s~,-,/dh,)‘d~, 
which implies 
d,,, > id/, . Of+;-” =B Dj_,. 
Claim 2. IJ’ 1 d i <g and Qh, is small, then dh,_, 3 2BDj_,. 
This is because, 
which implies 
dh,,, 3 2BD;_, . 
Claim 3. Let Pl,P2,. . . ,P, be ull the Qh,‘s that satisfy either Qt,, is big or Qh,_, is 
small, and el , el &, . , e, be the corresponding dh, ‘s, then ei 3 B’!(‘-z)Li’-“2’ jbr ull i <x. 
Proof. Since a Qh, fails to meet the condition only if it is small and its predecessor is 
big, we have x>i(g- 1). Let Ei=el ‘e2”. ei. Using Claims 1 and 2 we prove this 
claim by induction. 
Obviously et >B and e2 >B. Assume ei >B’i(t-‘)“‘-‘I” is true for all i,<2m, then 
if2m+l<x, 
and similarly if 2m + 2 <x 
So e;3B’/(‘-“)“‘-“” is true for all i,<2(nz + 1). 0 
Since d>e >BII(I-~)~“-‘)~’ 
A x, we have x = O(log log d) and g 6 2x + I= O(log log d). 
Therefore the sum of Q,‘s in iart 3 is bounded by O(C log log d). Adding the bounds 
for the different parts, completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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In summary, we have: 
Theorem 2. Gioen u tusk tree J, an architecture G. The above mapping method M 
and contention resolcing protocol giws a procrssirq time of 0( A(2B)+.X+% $( x,d)+ 
spun(M)). 
4.5. Snaking 
There are 0( @‘(root)/B) processors used in the virtual machine. For many architec- 
tures, a monotone mapping can be implemented by snaking, i.e., mapping the virtual 
machine node, one by one, following a traversal on the real machine that covers pro- 
cessors closer to the starting processor first, such that span=O((Ff’(root)jB)“m) (m 
being the dimension of the real graph). For example, on linear array the snaking is 
straight, on 2D mesh the snaking can be done by cycling around the starting processor 
from near to far. One need to keep two things in mind: 1. It is fine to map a constant 
number of virtual machine nodes to a real machine node; 2. The traverse may go 
through a non-existing edge if the next virtual node belong to another subtree, as long 
as there is a good alternative route to the parent. Also, splitting a virtual node into 
two parts that belong to different subtrees may be useful sometimes. 
5. Optimality 
Given the above protocol for scheduling, we now point at various cases which 
achieves optimality and near optimality by the right choice of bin size or its estimate. 
5. I. Static and semi-dynamic scheduling 
In these cases l@ = W. We can conclude: 
Theorem 3. In un m-dimensional architecture, if we take bin size B = % -‘Q’-+’ ) md 
spun is mude 0(( #(root)/B)‘/m) = O(VY’~(“‘+‘)), we hutle execution time O(.A + 
%$(r,d) + Yl “‘(m-t’)) which is 
(1) optimal within u constant factor !f the tree has constant degree (in \vhich case 
% = O(.#)), 
(2) optimal within u constant factor if x 3 1, and 
(3) optimul within O(loglog d) fuctor f the architecture hus constant dqrer. 
5.2. Dynumic scheduling: Optimal cases 
In this situation we cannot choose B = Y#‘.“(~+‘) anymore because we do not know % : 
We must represent B and P? solely using the known .Y. 
Assume the case where x 3 1, X 3 Y, Y? < Y, and “#Jr = 0(~9”+‘). Then, if we 
always choose B = Yr” and always assume worst case work I? = S’+‘, then both the up- 
per and lower bounds become 0(.8) since W -1:(m+‘)~~~r~(‘+1).112~gS(~,~. Sothe 
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scheduling is always optimal. When the job has ?V‘= @(SC) and 2 = O(ZY’(c-l)(‘+r)lX+ 
Y”), and when a <c < 1 + G(, parallelization (namely, splitting the work amongst pro- 
cessors) indeed provides certain speedup. 
5.3. Dynamic scheduling: “Sloti? Do~vn Analysis” 
For the case of 0 < z < 1. We cannot get optimal time by the approach presented in 
this paper and therefore our analysis goal is now to bound what we call “slow-down 
factor “. 
Definition 8. On an m-dimensional architecture, the geometric processing time 9 of 
job J by scheduling (I@‘,@ is defined as 2’ + d(B) + span, where d(B) is the max- 
imum amount of work “squeezed” into a single processor in the scheduling. The 
slow down factor r of the scheduling is defined as the ratio of its geometric time 
to 90 = 2 + %r’!(m+‘). In the discussion below, when r = 0( I), we say the scheduling 
is (geometrically) optimal. 
Slow down factor is a simplified performance measure. It takes the shape of the job 
tree and the topology of the architecture into account, but ignores the queuing delay 
(which is fine at least in the case where the job tree has constant outdegrees). The 
dimension of the architecture is a major factor concerning the finishing time of the job. 
If unlimited number of processors can be used and no communication delay is incurred, 
one can always schedule the job to finish in time 2 by using parallelism wherever 
possible. However, as shown in the lower bound theorem, for a fixed dimensional 
architecture, larger number of processors implies larger span (also larger processor 
time product). Our approach of using estimated work to decide the length of the line 
segment on virtual machine can be viewed, both, as natural but also as unnatural. The 
latter is due to the fact that when the work grows larger, the scheduler would get more 
processors involved, while the height also becomes larger and the parallelizability does 
not uncessarily increase. We can classify jobs into two categories: height dominant for 
those satisfying 2 3 A,&‘-“(~+‘), and span dominant for the rest. Performance of height 
dominant jobs is less sensitive to the scheduling strategy. 
Lemma 5. Given dimension m. Work interval [ 1, 1 + X] can be divided into three 
subinterval 10 = [I, hl],ll = [hl, hz] and 12 = [hz, 1 + a] tvhere 
h, = a(m + l), 
h2 = 1 + x/( 1 + m( 1 + E)) 
such that a job lvith $f= YC and OX= Y’(‘) is height dominunt if c E I, U I2, and 
spun dominant ij’ c E II. (Note: let un interval be empty iJ’ its lower bound is lurger 
than its upper bound). 
Proof. hl and h2 are the two possible cross points of the Serial Exponent Function: 
u(c) = max{r, (c - 1 )( 1 + ~()/a} with the “span exponent” function c/(m + 1). 17 
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Fig. 2. Relations between performance parameters LI = r 
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Fig. 2(a) illustrates this lemma with a few combinations of x and m. 
We will first evaluate the performance of the scheduling algorithm on fairly balanced 
trees. Then we will show that less balanced trees tend to have better (smaller) slow 
down ratio. 
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Definition 9. A job J is q-balanced for some 0 <q d 1 if it is balanced from the root 
until a level where ,Y’q branches (of approximately the same scale) appear. This level is 
called the cut level and each task in the cut level has scale Y’-q. Below this level each 
branch goes in the most extremely unbalanced way, resulting in a work of Y(‘-~)(‘+X’ 
in that part (called a trunk). 
Lemma 6. A q-balanced job J has total work W = Y”+(‘-q)x and height &?= 
Y”ax{(‘-q)(‘+rXn). A (( 1 + a - c)/x)-balanced job has ~46” = Yc and &f = YU(“). 
Lemma 7. Given dimension m. Interval [0, l] can be divided into three subinterval 
Qo=[~I,~I,QI =hq11 am'Q2=P,qzl where 
4’ = l/a - m, 
q2 = 1 - l/( 1 + m( 1 + a>) 
such that a q-balanced job is height dominant f q E Qo U Q2, and span dominant if 
qEQl. 
Proof. q’ and q2 are obtained by solving equation 1 +x( l-q) = hl and l+cc( l-q) = h2, 
respectively, where h’ and h2 are from Lemma 5. 0 
Our dynamic scheduling algorithm takes F? =S and B = P for some constant 
1 + ‘c! >x 3 1 and 1 + 2 3 y>a. The number of processors will then be 9X-?’ and the 
span = .@XP J’)h. 
Theorem 4. Let J be a q-balanced tree job. 
l If m 3 l/(2( 1 +cx)), J can be scheduled with optimal geometric time for all 0 d q d 1. 
l else if a(m + 1) > 1, J can be scheduled with slow down j&or bounded by 
l Otherwise, the slow down fuctor is bounded by 9’(q~--m~(m+1))i(m+‘). 
Proof. An optimal scheduling process can use as many as YVmlf”‘+‘) processors. But if 
there are not so many independent trunks in the job tree, extra processors are simply 
wasted. In this case, any number of processors that is greater than or equal to the 
number of trunks but no more than $P’l@+‘) would give the same d(B)=2 and 
span < W”(m”), thus resulting in an optimal g. Solving %Yml(m+‘) = ~“fr”-~))m~(m+‘) 
= P, we get q = q2. Hence, when q E Q2, fewer than or equal to wm!(“‘+” proces- 
sors can be used to achieve optimal geometric time. If Y(X-y) processors join the 
computation for an (x - v) <q2, the worst case slow down is Y(q2-X+~‘. 
When q2 <q d 1. The optimal scheduling should use %‘em’(m+‘) processors. Fewer pro- 
cessors would cause high load at individual processors and extra processors would cause 
large span. If P-1 processors are involved, a slow down of max{9K’m~‘m+‘)/Y(x-J’), 
y(x-.vYm/@i(m+ 1) will occur. When q =q2, the first term equals to the slow down 
factor in last paragraph. 
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Table 1 
2 0.2 0.5 0.X 
377 
nz Slow Down 
I 0.025 0 05 0.00 
2 0.02 0 00 0.00 
Consider three cases: 
Cuse I: q1 = l/a - m <q2 = 1 - l/(1 + m( 1 + x)), i.e., m 3 l/(cx(l + x)), In this 
case, all jobs are height dominant. If we take (x - y)=q2, then we get 0( 1) slow 
down for q E (22. For the remaining q, all jobs have the same order of height YX. Our 
scheduling provides more processors than needed (Y- ’ = .Y’qJ = .‘/‘( I+‘( ’ -Yz l)‘H’(n’* ’ ) >, 
,qV(lf”(‘-q)Mm+l) = yp.(m+l)), so d(B) 62~6. On the other hand, span = Jj‘cr “‘M 
= 9’ ’ A’( ’ -4: )M”+’ ) < .Y’ = 2”. Hence this scheduling has optimal geometric time. 
Cuse 11: q2 <ql < 1, i.e., cc(m+l)>, 1. Then for q E Qo, the job is height dominant and 
go = O(X) = O(Y’). Given (x - y) 3 (1 + a( 1 - q1 ))mj(m + 1 ), enough processors are 
present and d(B)<23Y. But span = .CY(rP~)‘m, and a slow down factor of Y(x--“)‘liP1 
may occur. Now the problem is to minimize the maximum of the slow down factors 
of Q2, QI and Qa. Based on the above discussion, we need to deal with (42 - x + J,) 
and (X - y),im - 2. Set them to be equal, we get (X - y) = (q2 + x)m/(m + 1 ) and slow 
down factor Y(4:--rfi2).tm+t ) 
CUM III: ql > 1, i.e., x(m + l)< 1. This is similar to the last case, except that we 
need to deal with (42 --x + y) and (x - y)/m - 1 /(m + 1) now. Solving the equation we 
get (x - .v) = (42 + l/(m + l))m/(m + 1) and slow down factor .Y(41Pm’(n’L’)) “‘-+‘). L 
Fig. 2(b) and Table 1 give a more concrete interpretation of the above theorem. 
We have bounded the slow down ratio for q-balanced tree. What about other types 
of trees? We next discuss some issue related to this issue. If a tree J matches the 
structure of a q-balanced tree from the root to level i, but becomes unbalanced at level 
i + 1 where the q-balanced tree is still balanced, then we say J is less balanced than 
the q-balanced tree. We can adjust J to make it a q-balanced tree with smaller height 
while keeping the same order of work. So the go is larger for J. If our scheduling 
algorithm can finish J in the same amount of time as the q-balanced tree, then the 
slow down factor is smaller. If it takes longer to finish J, that may be due to one of 
two reasons: (1) The height of a subtree is too large, causing unparallelizability. (2) 
A lot of work is jammed to a short line segment, i.e., d(B) is too large. 
The first reason usually implies some degree of intrinsic unparallelizability, therefore 
even the optimal scheduling does not do any better. In this case, the slow down factor 
is small. 
The second reason does not seem to increase the slow down factor either. If I’ > LV. 
since x 3 1, we have c’“/(cX+u”) >c:(c+w). This means that in an unbalanced division 
the larger parts tend to occupy resources over-proportional to their scale. So what 
really get squeezed are the smaller parts, and, in fact, the slow down factor is reduced. 
If squeezing keeps happening along a tree path, the squeezed parts must always be the 
smaller ones hence the squeezing can continue at most 1ogY’ times. 
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In summary, the discussion shows various unbalanced scenarios do not seem to have 
big influence on the slow down factor. Full analysis and characterizations of the full 
range of unbalanced scenarios is left as an open question. 
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